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I. Purpose

This policy describes those who participate in the development of the Library Collection.

II. Review

This policy will be reviewed every four years or whenever circumstances require review, whichever is earlier, by the Dean of the Library with recommendations for revision presented to the University Assembly.

III. Definitions

A. Faculty: as defined by the Tennessee Board of Regents Policy No.5:02:01:00.

B. Librarians: professional Library staff with faculty rank and status.


D. Research Faculty: as defined in Section A above and having a research appointment.

IV. Policy/Procedure

Librarians, faculty, and researchers may participate in the development of the Library's collections by selecting materials for addition to and withdrawal from the collections.

V. Interpretation

The President or his/her designee has the final authority to interpret the terms of this policy.

VI. Citation of authority for policy

TBR Policy 4-02-10-00 Section XXIV.D.2